interfacial area a,,,_ in a gas-liquid contactor as determined by the chemical method deviates from the true geometrical interracial area a,,,, because the overall conversion of the gas phase reactant represents an incorrect average if bubble sizes and residence times are not uniform. The deviations of achcrn from aEeo become larger the broader the distribution 7,/d, and the higher the overall conversion R, of the reactant in the gas phase. Model calculations, which take into account both the effect of gas phase backmixing as well as the effect of bubble coalescence on the deviation of achem from a_, are performed for a mechanically agitated gas-liquid reactor and a bubble column at practical micro-and macromixing conditions. For a gas-liquid model reaction, which is first-order in the gas phase reactant, it is found that: (1) for a mechanically agitated reactor the error in as,,_ will always be smaller than 10% if sZA is lower than 0.99, and (2) for a bubble column the error in nchcm will be smaller than 20% for most practical applications if R, is lower than 0.99. Gas-liquid model reaction systems with absorption of CO, in alkanolamine solutions are recommended for the determination of interfacial areas in gas-liquid contactors.
However, these physical methods suffer systematically from restrictions in the maximum detectable +Author to whom correspondece should be addressed.
interfacial areas, geometrical limitations, maldistribution of the bubbles, bubble identification problems and an underestimation of the value of d, for nonspherical bubbles. Besides that, it is doubtful whether the hydrodynamics of the dispersion are unaffected by the use of probes. Therefore, in our view the chemical method is still the best available method for the determination of interfacial areas in gas-liquid contactors, because if it is applied carefully an overall value for the effective interfacial area is directly oblained.
The reaction between oxygen and aqueous sodium sulphite solutions catalyzed by cobaltous ions Co2* has been widely used as the standard model system for the chemical method. However, there is still disagreement about the reaction kinetics and especially about the reaction order in oxygen. This is probably caused by the sensitivity of the reaction towards small impuiities in the water, the catalyst or the sulphite salt [see the review of Linek and Vacek (19X l)]. The main advantage of this model system is the possibility to change the reaction rate constant over a wide rangi by changing the Co' + catalyst concentration.
However, it is restricted to aqueous solutions; moreover, the non-coalescecing behaviour of this ionic system also limits its use [see Bartos and Satterfield (1986) ].
The reaction between CO, and aqueous alkanolamine solutions was first introduced by Danckwerts and Sharma (1966) For the mechanically agitated reactor it will be assumed that the bubble size distribution is represented by the distribution of Bayens (1967). while for the bubble column the bubble size distribution will be described by a log-normal distribution as proposed by Akita and Yoshida (1974). In extension to Schumpe and Deckwer (1980), who assumed plug flow behaviour for the gas phase, a constant residence time rb for all bubbles, a complete segregation of the gas phase and no interaction between the bubbles, we will take into account the effect of the gas phase backmixing as well as the effect of bubble coalescence on the deviation of ache,, from a_. In this study we present calculation results for a series of extreme macromixing and intermediate micromixing conditions of the gas phase:
(1) The gas bubbles do not interact, remain completely segregated and all bubbles have the same residence time rb. We will call this the plu.q,fiow case.
(2) The gas bubbles do not interact, remain completely segregated and the residence times of the individual gas bubbles are distributed according to the distribution found in a completely mixed tank. We will call this the complete-mixing case.
(3) The gas bubbles do interact by means of coalescence and breakup processes. We will consider the two extreme cases of the individual bubbles all having the same residence time as in plug flow or all having a residence time distribution (RTD) as in a completely mixed tank. We will call this the intermediate-micromixing
case. The micromixing of the gas phase will be simulated by the model of interaction by exchange with the mean (IEM model).
Results will be given for zero-, first-and secondorder reactions in the gas phase reactant. It will be shown that, for practical conditions and a first-order reaction for the gas phase reactant, which holds for the reaction between COZ and alkanolamines, St, and the fraction y, of A in the bubble at the inlet of the contactor. c, in a single bubble according to these relations is plotted in Fig. 1 for all three reaction orders. The value of y, is taken to be equal to 0.21, which is the oxygen fraction in air. It can be seen that la depends nonlinearly on St, and thus also non-linearly on the interfacial area a, which is proportional
Only for low ia can the dependence on the a be taken as being linear. Ho'wever, for higher iA one must be aware that CA depends non-linearly on a. In 
Absorption from a dispersion
The bubble sizes in a gas-liquid dispersion are usually not uniform, but have a certain size distribution which depends on the operating conditions, the reactor geometry and the physico-chemical properties of the gas and the liquid phase. In order to calculate the effect of the bubble size distribution on the deviation of achem from agco it has to be known.
For the mechanically agitated reactor we assumed that the bubble size distribution is represented by the distribution of Bayens (1967) (1980) . For the bubble column the bubble diameters Together with the assumption of complete segregation of the gas phase and thus no interaction between the bubbles, these distributions can be used for the calculation of the overall conversion R, of the gas phase reactant A in a gas-liquid contactor from (9) The conversion of reactant A in a single bubble iA for eq. (9) can be obtained from the relations as given in Table 1 if the absorption rate constant K, and the residence time of the bubble, T*, are known.
In an absorption experiment under these conditions an R, equal to the one calculated from eq. (9) will be determined. The same values for K_ and X~ will also be used with the relations of Table 1 in order to evaluate  the Stanton number St_,,_,, and the effective interfacial area ashem from the experimentally determined R,. However, the relations between the overall conversion and the Stanton numbers as given in Table  1 are only valid for an ideally micromixed gas phase, and will therefore lead to deviations of ache,, from a_. The assumed bubble diameter distributions can also be used to calculate the true geometrical values for st ". seo and aeeo from the Sauter mean bubble diameter.
The values obtained for aEhem and age,, can be compared and used to calculate the effects of the overall gas phase conversion and a bubble size distribution on the deviation of aoh_,, from a_ under segregated conditions. This deviation then represents the maximum error in the determination of the interfacial area by means of the chemical method. Any interaction between the bubbles will average the concentration of the gas phase reactant among the bubbles, and will therefore lead to smaller errors. In the next part of this study we will generalize this calculation model and evaluate the effects of both backmixing of the gas phase and coalescence of the bubbles on the deviations of ache,,, from a_ considerably.
MODEL CALCULATIONS

Calculation
backgrounds. (1980) showed that the error in ache,,, can be as large as 50% for fast gas-liquid reactions and high conversions of the reactant originally present in the gas phase. These authors assumed plug flow behaviour for the gas phase with a constant residence time rb for all bubbles and used the log-normal distribution as given in eq. (8) to calculate achem/ugeo as a function of tb. In their calculations they varied the variance of, and assumed the mean bubble diameter dmb to be constant. As a result of this assumption in their calculations d, and thus a_. varied with a&. In our view it is better to keep d, constant in order to study the influence of c$,, on achem /ageor because only for this condition aBe,, is constant for each d,. This will be done in the calculations that are presented in the next part of this study. The assumptions of plug flow behaviour for the gas phase and of a constant residence time rL for all bubbles is certainly not realistic for a mechanically agitated gas-liquid reactor. The scarce literature data on the RTD of the gas phase for this reactor indicate that, above the critical agitation rate N, for a fully developed dispersion, the RTD of the gas phase is between that of one and two that for a completely mixed gas phase and a first-order reaction the deviation of ache,,, from a._ will always be smaller than 0.90 for iz, -=z 0.99. However, for a zeroand second-order reaction the deviations of ache,,, from age0 become considerably larger than for plug flow behaviour of the gas phase. For these two reaction orders the errors in ache,,, become larger than 50% for overall conversions R, larger than 0.85.
Schumpe and Deckwer
In the case of a zero-order reaction these large errors are caused by the presence of bubbles with St, > 2~,0.~(see Table  l ), which are depleted of gas phase reactant and do not contribute any more to the mass transfer from the gas to the liquid phase. This leads to an underestimation of the true interfacial area in the dispersion, because achem is evaluated with the assumption that all bubbles contribute to the mass transfer until the gas phase is completely depleted of reactant.
The Sharma (1968) and Linek and Vacek (1981) ]. We see that in a mechanically agitated gas-liquid reactor with a completely mixed gas phase the accuracy for these systems is always within 10% if R, is kept below 0.40 and 0.60, respectively, whatever the real micromixing behaviour of the gas phase will be. The use of these systems at higher conversion levels leads to extremely large errors in the determination of the interfacial area. As mentioned before the major disadvantage of the reaction between CO, and alkanolamine solutions is the rather high solubility of CO,, which can lead to high conversions of CO,. However, for the particular case of a mechanically agitated gas-liquid reactor and a first-order reaction, which is the case for the reaction between CO, and alkanolamines, it can be concluded that the error in ache,,, will always be smaller than 10% for R, smaller than 0.99, provided the gas phase and each class of bubbles are completely mixed, whatever the real micromixing behaviour of the gas phase will be. This means that the gas-liquid model reaction systems with absorption of CO, in alkanolamine systems can be used with a good accuracy for the determination of interfacial areas by the chemical method in mechanically agitated gas-liquid reactors.
The intermediate-micromixing case Calculation backgrounds.
Up till now we have considered only the influence of the macromixing behaviour of the gas phase on the error in ache,,,. while we assumed the gas phase to be completely segregated with, thus, no interaction between the gas bubbles. Therefore, we calculated the maximimum error in a Fhem if micromixing effects are totally neglected. However, especially in bubble columns with long residence times for the bubbles and in mechanically agitated gas-liquid reactors with high degrees of turbulence, the gas bubbles are likely to interact. The gas bubbles are subjected to complex coalescence and breakup processes on a microscale, which are unfortunately not very well understood.
Qualitatively it can be argued that such interactions between the bubbles will level out the concentration differences of the gas phase reactant in the bubbles, and will therefore lead to a smaller error in achem_ (1 -a,) for a first-order reaction and plug flow of the gas phase as calculated according to the IEM model. alescence frequencies are considered the error in ashem may reduce a factor 3. For a mechanically agitated reactor and a first-order reaction with respect to the gas phase this means that the error in achcm becomes smaller than 5%. For a bubble column and a firstorder reaction the calculations indicate that for most practical conditions the error in ache,,, is smaller than 20%, if the overall conversion of the gas phase reactant, a,, is kept below 0.99. The gas-liquid model reaction systems with absorption of CO, in alkanolamine systems can therefore also be used with a rather good accuracy for the determination of interracial areas by the chemical method in bubble column reactors.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study it is shown that owing to the use of an overall conversion R, for the gas phase reactant the evaluation of a+_ from absorption experiments may lead to serious errors, because R, represents an incorrect average if the bubble sizes and residence times are not uniform [see Schumpe and Deckwer (1980)]. These authors considered only plug flow behaviour for the gas phase under completely segregated conditions, while we studied for practical conditions the effect of gas phase backmixing as well as the effect of bubble coalescence and breakup on the deviation of %hem from %eo.
In several case studies we performed model calculations for both mechanically agitated gas-liquid reactors and bubble columns.
For a completely mixed gas phase in a mechanically agitated reactor it has been calculated that:
(1) (2)
For a$rst-order reaction with respect to the gas phase reactant and segregated conditions the error m Q,,_,, will always be smaller than 10% if R, is lower than 0.99. For a zero-and second-order reaction with respect to the gas phase reactant and segregated conditions the errors in ash_, become larger than 50% for R, larger than 0.85 and the errors in achcm will be smaller than 10% only for R, < 0.40 and 0.60, respectively. If bubble coalescence and breakup are taken into account, calculations for a @first-order reaction according to the IEM model show that the error in achemr compared to segregated conditions, reduces and becomes-a factor 2-3 times smaller. Therefore, it can be concluded that gas-liquid model reaction systems, which are zero-and secondorder in the gas phase reactant, result only in an accurate vaIue for the interfacial area in a mechanically agitated gas-liquid reactor if R, is low. Model reaction systems, which are first-order in the gas phase reactant, can be used very well for the determination of interracial areas in a mechanically agitated reactor, provided the RTD of the gas phase is known. As already aforementioned the literature data on the KTD of the gas phase in this reactor are scarce. Hassan and Robinson (1980) and Oyevaar et al. (1988) showid that, for CO, model reaction systems, which are first-order in CO, and for which the overall conversions R, is lower than 0.80, the assumption of a completely mixed gas phase leads to accurate values for the interfacial areas.
For plugj3ow behaviour of rhe gas phase in a bubble column it has been calculated that:
(1)
For a-first-order reaction and segregated conditions the error in ache,,, will always be smaller than 35% if R, is lower than 0.99. For segregated conditions the deviation of aChem from a_ decreases with increasing reaction order for nA above 0.85. If bubble coalescence and breakup are taken into account, qualitati-ve calculations for afirst-order reaction according to the TEM model indicate that the error in ache,,,, compared to segregated conditions, reduces and becomes smaller than 20% for QL, < 0.99. These calculations demonstrate that the interracial areas in a bubble column can be determined by the chemical method with a rather good accuracy even for overall conversions R, up to 0.99, provided the gas-liquid model reaction used is first-order in the gas phase reactant. The limits with respect to the overall conversion R,, as presented by Schumpe and Deckwer (1980) for a bubble column, are extended to higher values for a,, if bubble coalescence and breakup are taken into account. It should be kept in mind that in the calculations for the bubble column we considered the RTD of the gas phase to be plug flow. This will be the case at low superficial gas velocities in the bubbly flow regime and also in columns with a small diameter [see Shah et al. (1982) ]. Deviations from plug flow will occur in the churn turbulent regime at higher superficial gas velocities and in columns with larger diameters due to liquid circulation and to different rising velocities of the bubbles.
It can be concluded that, provided the RTD of the gas phase is known, gas-liquid model reaction systems with absorption of CO, in alkanolamine solutions can be used for the determination of accurate values for the interfaciai areas in gas-liquid contactors, despite the high solubility of CO, compared to other gases, which generally results in high CO, conversions. Taking into account the advantages of the reaction between CO, and alkanolamines compared to the traditional reaction between O2 and sodium sulphite as mentioned before, the use of CO,-alkanolamine systems for the determination of interracial areas by the chemical method is therefore recommended. 
